MAIL 24/7 4224 W. Charleston Blvd., Las Vegas, NV 89102 Shipping Guide
Shipping can involve you bringing your package, already packed, and bearing a prepaid
shipping label, or it might mean you walk in with an irregularly shaped, fragile object,
and rely on us to weigh it, pack it, ship it, and insure it, at a minimum of effort on your
part. It may be a guitar, a bicycle, or aunt Martha’s picture, framed in a two hundred
pound wooden frame. Whatever it is, we can handle it.
Like most things in life, the more you do for yourself, the less it costs. Conversely, the
more services we provide, the higher the fee. But suppose there are considerations other
than simply cost, such as size of the box, contents, special handling like COD or delivery
receipt, domestic or international. How about convenience? Have you ever stood in line
at the post office, even in July? (Have you ever not stood in line?) And what about real
decision making information? Sure you could look up one shipper or another on the
internet and request quotes, but try to compare information from four shippers using an
apples and apples comparison, and you are lost before you get started. That is where
Mail 24/7 can help. We use Postalmate shipping software from PC Synergy, which
allows a side by side comparison of four different shipping options on the same screen,
all based on the facts surrounding your proposed shipment. You can view the U.S. Post
Office, FedEx Overnight, FedEx Ground, and DHL Worldwide, all at the same time,
reviewing pricing and delivery times, for both domestic and international shipments. We
can help you prepare customs forms, and any labels required to ship, all in moments,
while you wait. We won’t send you out the door over a piece of tape, we do sell supplies,
but are not stingy with customers. It’s all about service, which is why we hope to have
you as our customer soon. Feel free to call with any questions, or even better, stop by
and take a look. We will look forward to your visit.
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